Ni-MH - Nickel-Metal Hydride
Ni-Cd - Nickel-Cadmium

INTRODUCTION

The Hohm BASE cell charger incorporates new power characteristics to
traditional charging methods and adds other advanced functions found typically
on specialized cell analyzers. Focusing on precision, eﬃciency, consistency, and
safety is Hohm BASE’s key ingredient. It is a quad-channel independently
controlled lithium ion battery charger with a variable algorithmic system to
stimulate and charge multiple battery chemistries through automated oscillation
and micro-pulse. It utilizes an enhanced STN display that makes viewing possible

** Certain features [ie: Oscillation, Micro-pulse] are not displayed while
they are actively running. These functions and features are fully automated
and fall within the primary activity being commenced such as “Charging” or
“Discharging”. If there is interference between cell and charger, such as in the
event a multimeter or any other instrument is applied, the oscillation and
micropulse feature is disabled to protect chip programming.

Display Layout

• 166o STN LCD (enhanced display)

from 166o. A 4 button layout makes operation and option selection quick and
hassle-free.

Acronyms Deﬁned:

CC
- Constant Current [current that does not ﬂuctuate and
remains constant in application]
CV
- Constant Voltage [voltage that does not ﬂuctuate and
remains constant in application]
SC
- Stepping Current [current that incrementally decreases
during charging cycle process]
SV
- Stepping Voltage [voltage that incrementally increases
during charging cycle process]
mAh
- Milliamp Hours [measurement of capacity/energy
transferred to or contained]
BC
- Battery Chemistry Stress Match
BCM
- Battery Cycle Multiplier
Li-ion
- Lithium Ion
LiFePO4 - Lithium Iron Phosphate
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• Each slot is 100% independently controlled by proprietary Intellichips,
allowing mix & match of any battery size, type, amp rate, and/or mode options
• Battery chemistry stimulation via 2 levels of oscillation width and micropulse ranges
• Automated power applications: CC, CV, SC, SV, varying oscillation
and micro-pulsing
• DV Ni-MH and Ni-Cd control technology for highest eﬃcacy of pin-point full
charge accuracy

Features

• Automated oscillation and micro-pulse to stimulate battery chemistry and
retain highest amp & mAh potential within battery
• Automatically manages BCSM & BCM features for pure charge/discharge amp
rate eﬃcacy
• 0V Auto-Activation: stimulates battery with oscillation & micro-pulses for
safe/healthy recovery
• Each slot has 3 grooved channels so all applicable batteries ﬁt securely while
inserted
• Audible buzzer sounds if any battery irregularity reactions are detected
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• Real-time charge and discharge parameters & processes
• Automatically identiﬁes Li-ion, LiFePO4, Ni-MH with subcategory Ni-Cd
rechargeable batteries
• mAh Detector mode (utilizes a combination of: CC, CV, oscillation, &
variable timing micro-pulse)
• Battery Doctor mode (utilizes: CC, stepping automated 2x peek oscillation,
and 2x peek micro-pulse)
• Tri-Charge output option: 0.5A, 1.0A, and 2.0A (with automated oscillation
& micro-pulse if battery has any amp or power absorption irregularity)
• Supports DC 12V input (car adapter approved)
• Any two slots can utilize the full 2.0A rate. If additional battery is
inserted, equal distribution is set across range [1A max per slot when 3 or more
batteries inserted]
• Automatic Maintenance Charge (initiates charge activation if battery volt
drops just .02V)
• Reverse Polarity Protection (buzzer will sound, and screen will illuminate
‘BATTERY ERROR’)

• Overtime & Overcharge Prevention (15-hour allowance; 4.20V Li-ion,
3.60V LiFePO4, 1.43V Ni-MH)
• Constructed of ﬂame-resistant ABS injection molding

Charging Batteries (time to complete: 0.5 - 8 hours)
Charger has auto detection and will illuminate the battery type automatically.

battery stress is applied to ensure accurate mAh detection is administered. All
selections need to be made within the allotted 8 seconds upon battery being
inserted.

Speciﬁcations

Activation feature automatically.

Input:
AC 100-240V, 50-60Hz, DC 12V 2.5A
Output (± 0.01V) : Li-ion
4.20V (4 x 0.5A, 4 x 1.0A, 2 x 2.0A)

Li-ion / LiFePO4:

By default, the charger will utilize 0.5A

charge rate. If another amp rate is desired, press “AMP RATE”.

NOTE II: Batteries, (even when new), may not achieve their advertised and/or
oﬃcial product speciﬁcation mAh rating. There are various reasons this can
occur: 1. Battery has more energy below the volt cutoﬀ assigned to battery

LiFePO4

3.60V (4 x 0.5A, 4 x 1.0A, 2 x 2.0A)

mAh Detector Mode (time to complete: 1-24 hours)

type, or 2. Battery has aged while awaiting to be used by end consumer

Ni-MH

1.43V (4 x 0.5A, 4 x 1.0A)

Once battery is inserted, press “MODE” button to select “mAh Detector”. As

Ni-Cd

1.43V (4 x 0.5A, 4 x 1.0A)

batteries age with time and/or use, the mAh (amount of capacity in which a

been previously used, or 4. Battery is a ‘rewrap’, meaning it is an unknown

26650, 22650, 21700, 20700, 18650, 18490, 18350,

battery absorbs) will deplete.

17670, 17500, 16430 (RCR123), 14500, 10440

current-state mAh capacity. It is measured on the discharge stage that happens

Ni-MH / Ni-Cd:
AAA, AA, C, D
Operating Temp: 0o – 40oC / 32o – 140oF
Size (L x W x H): 160 x 116 x 52mm / 6.3 x 4.5 x 2.1in

Operating Instructions

mAh Detector Mode displays batteries’

during mAh Detector Mode. Other chargers measure mAh as charge is applied,
which batteries often do not fully absorb so false readings occur. To achieve
accurate mAh level, Hohm BASE initiates a charge until battery rests steady at
full charge, then applies a CC discharge and if any amp irregularities are
detected, micro-pulsing will begin at variable timing until either amperage

1. Connect charger to power outlet (100-240V wall outlet using the 12V power adapter)

drop-oﬀ is detected or assigned volt cutoﬀ is reached for battery type. Once

2. Charger will run self-diagnosis and initialize

battery has reached amp drop-oﬀ or assigned volt cutoﬀ, a monitored level of

3. Using finger, pull back on lower section of the sliding tab and insert battery in slot

CC charge is applied while oscillation banding is administered [-0.1A - +0.1A] at

a. Do NOT pull back on the top portion of the sliding tab as this can snap the
metal.

varying times. All increments are monitored, measured, and calculated during

4. Charger will begin to charge. If battery is inserted incorrectly an "ERROR" will display
5. Within 8 seconds of battery being inserted, select any feature or function

Once battery is inserted, press “MODE” button to select “Battery Doctor”. This
feature is intended only for batteries that need to be regenerated. Batteries

In the event a battery is depleted to such a level that auto detection is not able
to identify the battery within 8 seconds, Hohm BASE will initiate the 0V

Battery Doctor Mode (time to complete: 1-16 hours)

resulting in battery chemistry breakdown, or 3. Battery is not new and/or has
brand and/or is claiming false mAh &/or amp ratings.
** "Rewrap" is a term used to identify cells with an unknown origin of battery
underneath its labeling/skin. Often, these batteries can have misleading and/
or ambiguous specs that fail to deliver the performance (amperage) and/or
expected battery life (mAh). No matter the advertised amp & mAh labeled on
wrap, Hohm BASE will display batteries true mAh down to the industry
standard safe volt cutoﬀ levels for each particular BATT TYPE.

can beneﬁt greatly from monitored oscillation and micro-pulse discharging/
charging. If any of the following characteristics are present, consider running
Battery Doctor Mode:
1. Battery showing signs of not retaining previous amperage
2. Retaining ≤ 60% of claimed mAh rating (read mAh Detector section)
3. Battery has been unused for ≥ 30 days
4. Is at or has recently been at ≤ 10% of typical volt value

Battery Doctor utilizes: CC, CV, SC, SV, oscillation, and micro-pulsing. For
oscillation and micro-pulsing, the variable banding and peeks are ampliﬁed (up
to 2x). The aﬀect and purpose is to stimulate battery chemistry and attain
levels of mAh & amperage that rival when the battery was new.

NOTE: This feature may be used to revive, repair, and nurture up to 4
batteries at a time. Furthermore, Battery Doctor Mode is an ideal function to
do prior to any use that requires greatest amount of capacity and/or amperage
deliveries (i.e.: high- intensity lighting, cloud competition, or to power any
demanding device).
** We advise using the Battery Doctor feature on a battery at least once per

both charge and discharge cycles. You can select any “AMP RATE” prior to

year. Battery Doctor may be used as often as end user would like. However,

“mAh Detector” starting.

the intended purposes of this feature is to stimulate batteries that are tired

0V Auto-Activation (time to complete: 1-9hrs)
Once battery is inserted, nothing must be done to start the 0V AutoActivation. This feature initiates automatically when a severely depleted
battery is detected. It is critically important a battery with severely low volts
(0V) is delicately stimulated before any CC charge is applied. Hohm BASE 0V
system executes this task by applying SV, light micro-pulses, and wide
wavelength oscillations of current to ensure cell is properly brought back to
life.

NOTE: Beginning phase of 0V Auto-Activation will take time, as the delicate
process applies varying energy and patterns to the battery in small
measurements. Once battery has been brought up to a recognizable voltage
level, the BATT TYPE will be auto selected and begin charging at the default
rate.
*** In the event a battery is detected to be bad and not able to have a safe
recovery, the charger will alert with “BATTERY ERROR” message and sound
alarm (audible).

Power Saver Automation
Charger will dim screen power after 2 minutes of no activity. Any activity will
reactivate and illuminate screen to full brightness. While screen is dimmed,
Hohm BASE is still at work.

and/or in need of repair.

NOTE: When charging Li-ion and/or LiFePO4 batteries, charger utilizes BCM
[Battery Cycle Multiplier], in which the discharge rate is cut to ensure no excess
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